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1. Introduction

In a recent communication [1] we pointed out that one can combine the macroscopic model for two-
particle transfer reactions on deformed nuclei [2] with the sudden limit approximation for rotational excitation
and thereby obtain a practical method fox calculating transfer reactions leading io high-spin states. As an
example, we presented results for the reaction 1MDy( Ni,80Ni) l80Dy populating the ground-state rotational
band up to the spin / = 14+ state. We have also tested the validity of the sudden limit for the inelastic
excitation of high spin states [3] and we have noted how the macroscopic model may be modified to allow
for more microscopic nuclear structure effects in an application to diabolic pair-transfer processes [4].

This paper describes our subsequent work in which we investigated the systematic features of pair-
transfer reactions within the macroacopic model by using heavier projectiles to generate higher spins and
by decomposing the cross sections according to the multipolarity of the transfer interaction [5]. Particular
attention is paid to characteristic structures in the angular distributions for the lower spin states and how
they depend on the angular momentum carried by the transferred particles.

2. Formalism

Within the macroscopic model [2], the coupling interaction which drives the transfer of pairs of particles
to or from a deformed target during a collision is related to the nuclear part of the ion-ion potential Ufi by

(1)

Here Ufi is parametrised as a function of the separation between the projectile and target surfaces and <r( is
an overall strength parameter. The angle 9 is the polar angle of the projectile with respect to the symmetry
axis of the target nucleus. The projectile is assumed to be spherical and the target is taken to be an even,
axially symmetric deformed nucleus with a shape described by the nuclear deformation parameters, (3%.

In the sudden limit for a pair transfer reaction between ground state rotational bands 6 is treated as a
parameter and two coupled radial wave equations are solved for each partial wave I. These equations are

Ul{r'0) -
(2)

where m is the reduced mass, Z7(- is the total (Coulomb plus nuclear) deformed potential and Ei is the
energy in the center of mass frame. The subscripts t = 1,2 refer to the initial and final mass partitions,
respectively. The limit of eq. (2) can be derived by transforming to a rotating frame of reference where
the t-axis points towards the projectile and then neglecting the couplings which alter the relative angular
momentum. Furthermore, the nuclear rotational energy is neglected, which corresponds to freezing the
orientation of the nuclear symmetry axis. Thus the angle 9 between the projectile and the symmetry axis is
fixed throughout the collision (see refj. 3,6,7).

The above equations are solved using scattering boundary conditions. In particular, we specify that the
radial waves behave asymptotically as

(3)

where Su(6) is the "orientation dependent" partial wave S-matrix (see also ref. 7). The S-matrix elements
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Fig. 1 Differential cross sections for the ground band rotational states excited in three similar reactions,

for individual rotational states of spin / are obtained by projecting with rotational wave functions:

SHI = J dnY;o(6)Si,(6)Yoo(6).

Finally, the unpolarixed differentia] cross sections are given by [6]

dan. -v «

(4)

(5)

where I =

3. Cross Section Calculations

We have carried out a series of calculations where 141Dy is the deformed target and projectiles *eNi,
l l 8Sn and 10*Pb are used to pick up a pair of neutrons, leaving IS0Dy in its ground state band. The angular
distributions for the various final states for these three reactions are shown in fig. 1. For the case with the
u e S n projectile, there is an oscillatory structure in the angular distribution for the lowest spin state, / = 0+ .
A pronounced two-lobed pattern appears in the / = 2+ state which gradually becomes damped out as the
spin increases to the / = 8+ state. The cross sections then remain bell-shaped as their magnitudes decrease
with increasing spin. Similar results are seen in the cross sections calculated with a "Ni projectile. In fact,
the series of distributions for the Ni induced reaction also appears in the Sn case, but it is displaced upwards
by two units of spin. It is interesting to note that the type of interference pattern observed in the lowest
excited states using a light llC projectile (1,2) apparently does not follow this type of scaling.

Further evidence for such a correspondence with heavy nuclei is shown by the Pb calculations in fig. 1.
The distribution for the / = 4 + state has the same shape as the / = 0+ cross section in fig. 1. All patterns
in the angular distributions for the Sn reaction appear in the Pb case but are shifted upwards by four units
of spin. New patterns occur for the / = 0+ and 2+ states. These results indicate that there is a scaling
behavior in the cross sections according to how much rotational spin is supplied by the projectile.
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Fig. 2 Differential cross sections as a function of the maximum transfer multipolarity for the reaction l e 3Dy
(mSn, x l 8Sn) i a oDy at an energy EM = 637 MeV. The dotted, dashed and solid curves are for An,.. = 0 , 2
and 4, respectively.

To study the dependence of the cross sections on the angular momentum carried by the transferred
pair of particles, we made calculations for the Sn induced reaction in fig. 1 varying the maximum value of
the transfer multipolarity. In fig. 2 we show the results for Am«. = 0,2,4 (allowing additional A = 6 terms
produces only small effects). Clearly, there is a strong dependence on the multipolarity of the pair-transfer
interaction, which, within the macroscopic model, simply reflects the large deformation of the underlying
ion-ion potential.

When Am,, = 0, the pair-transfer interaction is spherical. In this case, all of the states in fig. 2 have
roughly the same type of bell-shaped angular distribution. Notice, however, that there is also a weak structure
in the distributions for the lower spin state*. Adding the A = 2 transfer procesaes has the remarkable effect
of decreasing the cross sections for the lower apin atatea by about an order of magnitude. The angular
distributions for the lower spins now exhibit pronounced oscillatory atructurea. These oscillations appear to
be out of phase with the weak atructure observed when Am.. = 0. The Am . . = 4 calculations in fig. 2 show
that the pair transfers carrying four units af angular momentum are required to produce the pronounced
dip in the I — 2+ and 4+ distributions. Notice that the oscillations in this case are out of phase with the
Am . . = 2 calculations.

4. Interpretation

Tfeere is a simple explanation of the observed atructure in the calculations in terma jf interfering
amplitudes corresponding to transfer reactions which occur for different orientation* of the deformed target.
Within a semi-classical approximation the transfer S-matrix haa the form

/" (6)

When the exponential factor due to the transfer coupling ia removed, correaponding to the limit of a spherical
form factor, the integral above ia precisely the audden limit of the amplitude for Coulomb exciting the
rotational state / in a head-on collision with a quadrupole coupling and parameters such that the maximum
classical apin ia /m a a( ' ) (8). When /*,«•(/) ia large, the correaponding probability oscillates as a function of
/ for apina lea* than /„».(/) and then decay* rapidly for the higher, classically forbidden spin values.
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Fig. 3 Differential cross sections for the / = 4 + , 6 + and 8+ states excited in the reaction 1<"Dy( l l8Sn,118 Sn)
180Dy at an energy £»«» = 637 McV. The points with error bars are the measurements of ref. 11 and the
solid curve is the calculation using a Coulomb deformation reduction factor of 0.60.

The oscillations are due to the interference between amplitudes corresponding to two different initial
orientations that lead to the same Anal spin, as given by the classical relation

/ = An.. (0 »in 20, (7)

where / = / + 1/2. This can be seen explicitly by evaluating the integral above using the stationary phase
approximation (see ref. 9 and references therein). The generalisation for the transfer reaction is just to
weight these interfering amplitudes by the corresponding factors of e*TW*. The resulting expression is (see
also ref. 10),

e*,C,)/-Ji (8)

where the phases and weights are given by

2 .
and P. = (9)

In eq. (8) it ii assumed that I < / m u ( i ) and that the two angles satisfying eq. (7) are ordered as 6\ < x/4
and 63 > x/4.

We may now interpret the result* of the calculations presented in the previous section on the basis of
eqs. (6), (8). The Ica'iure that the cross sections for the lower spin states show oscillations while the higher
ones are structureless corresponds to the division between classically allowed and classically forbidden spin
values. The seeling property observed in the angular distribution patterns when the projectile varies is
explained by the fact that only a single collision parameter, /m««, enters into the spin dependent part of the
transfer amplitude. The strong effect of the transfer multipolarity on the interference patterns is understood
in terms of the deformed transfer form factor which weights the two contributing amplitudes differently.

Consider a low spin value where the two orientations satisfying eq. (7) are close to 61 = 0° and 83 = 90°,
corresponding to having the pole and the equator of the target aligned towards the projectile. When the
transfer is restricted to J ^ u = 0, the relative weights of the interfering amplitudes in eq. (8) are determined
by the solid angle factor, sin0t-, which favors 6j and by the absorption, which is stronger for &i and thus also
favors flj. Thus we can understand why there arc only weak interference patterns in fig. 2 when \mmm — 0.
The deformed form factor, on the other hand, favors the B\ orientation and therefore produces a more
pronounced interference pattern. By analysing the deformed form factor in detail, it is also possible to
understand the phase changes in the oscillations seen in calculations with different values of Am««.

5. Data Analysis

In fig. 1 we showed differential cross section calculations for the reaction 182Dy ( l l aSn, l l 'Sn) la0Dy at a
bombarding energy of £j.» = 637 MeV and noted the presence of a deep structure in the angular distributions
for the lower spin states. Recent measurements [11] of the / = 4 + , 6 + and 8+ angular distributions for this
reaction are shown in fig. 3. The solid curveii in these figures are our calculated cross sections, using slightly
adjusted parameters.



The largest discrepancy between the data and our calculations is in the forward angle region for the 4+

cross section. The rapid fall off of the calculated cross section at forward angles is due to the short range of
the two-neutron transfer form factor and is a general feature of the macroscopic model [2]. It is not possible
to significantly improve the agreement in this region by adjusting the parameters within this model. In
spite of this discrepancy, the general agreement of the calculations with the data is quite good. The sharp
structure in the 4 + distribution ia well reproduced and the relative magnitudes of the cross sections in the
three spin states are accurately predicted.

6. Conclusions

We have calculated two-neutron transfer cross section* for reactions between heavy projectiles and a
well deformed heavy target using the sudden limit for rotational excitations and the macroscopic model
for pair-transfer. The moat striking feature of these calculations is an interference structure in the angular
distributions fox the lower spin states. The interference gradually diminishes with increasing spin until the
angular distributions become smooth, bell-shaped curves.

This effect does not depend on the details of the collision. For light projectiles the structure is present
only for the lowest states. For heavier projectiles, which provide more rotational spin to the target, the same
pattern occurs but it is shifted up the rotational band and new interference patterns appear at the lowest
spins. The structure is present for a wide range of bombarding energies, both above and below the Coulomb
barrier.

The calculated structures depend strongly on the angular momentum carried by the transferred pair
of particles. This is automatically determined within the macroscopic model by relating the deformation of
the transfer coupling interaction to the deformation of the ion-ion potential. The ability to transfer pairs
of particles carrying two and four units of angular momentum is essential for producing the pronounced
interference patterns and also results in a marked reduction of the total cross sections for the lower spin
states.

The general features of the structure in the angular distributions can be understood as an interference
between the scattering from different orientations of the deformed target, one where the symmetry axis has
an angle less than 45 degrees with respect to the projectile and one where it is greater than 45 degrees. The
orientation near 00 degrees is favored by the geometrical solid angle and also by a weaker absorption factor,
while the deformation of the transfer form factor favors the orientation near 0 degrees. Accordingly, when
higher multipolarities of the transfer form factor are included, the contributions of the two orientations are
more nearly equal and the interference structure is enhanced.

Angular distributions for low spin states in the reaction l "Dy( U 0 Sn, l l sSn) I 8 0Dy have recently been
measured and they show structures similar to those predicted in the calculations. With only slight parameter
adjustments, the calculations reproduce both the magnitude and the location of the structure in the lowest
measured spin state. Furthermore, the relative magnitudes of the cross sections for the various spin states
are well reproduced with no additional changes in the parameters.
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